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DYNAMIC HARMONIC FILTER 
DHF 208V-15kV 

The Omniverter DHF is an active controlled harmonic 
filter. It has automatic impedance regulation using     
microprocessor controls and responds instantly to      
variations in loads. 
 
The DHF removes the need for detailed site            
measurements and complex calculations.  
It does not require the use of any current     
transformers (CT’s). 
 
The DHF will correct harmonics 5th, 7th and 11th or 
above, whether they are created by equipment within 
the customer’s premises and/or from those  created 
elsewhere and transmitted via the electrical utility   
supply. 
 
This is a totally different approach to traditional     
methods of harmonic correction which use current  
controlled harmonic filters and current sensors/
transformers (CT’s). 
 
For current controlled systems, detailed on site    
measurements and  complex calculations are often 
required to optimize a solution.  
 
The DHF can applied, with a transformer, to medium 
voltage applications up to 15kV. 

Omniverter Dynamic Harmonic Filter DHF  brings new technology for harmonic 
correction using VOLTAGE control. 
 
The voltage control now makes harmonic filters both simple and efficient.   

DHF Units Available for 50 or 60Hz 208V, 480V, 600V  @ 60Hz   MV available to 15KV  

      Connections 3 Phase + Ground 

DHF5  5
th
 Harmonic Correction           300Hz  @ 60Hz 

DHF7  7
th
 Harmonic Correction  420Hz  @ 60Hz 

DHF11            11
th
 Harmonic Correction  660Hz  @ 60Hz 

For Harmonic correction  13
th
 and above Please See Omniverter REHF 
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Examples of common current distortion 
from non-linear devices 

 
HARMONICS 
Harmonics are defined as frequencies which are an integer multiple of the fundamental 
frequency 50 or 60Hz. 
 
In recent years industries have installed many non-linear loads e.g. switch-mode power 
supplies, VFD’s, rectifiers, inverters etc. These create harmonic currents at  multiple      
frequencies which can then flow into the electrical supply system.  
 
The harmonic currents create distortion of normal sinusoidal current and voltage wave 
forms. These may exceed standards such as IEEE519. 

Harmonic currents can cause overloading of transformers, transmission lines, circuit breakers 
and damage to electrical and electronic components.  

They also occasionally create conditions for electrical resonance which may destroy equipment. 



Causes/ Sources of Harmonics in Electrical Systems 

 Rectifiers including DC drives 

 Inverters including solar farms and wind farms 

 Arc furnaces and induction furnaces 

 Welding machines  

 Switch mode power supplies 

 Frequency converters 

Direct Effects of  Harmonics 

 Voltage Distortion 

 Overload of equipment 

 Violation of standards e.g.  IEEE 519 

 Voltage unbalance 

 Generation of reverse torque in motors 

 Resonance excitation 

 Pollution of utility Supply grid 

Consequences of  Harmonics 

 Failure of Control Systems 

 Reduced operational life of devices and machines 

 Increased noise from transformers and machines 

 Increased losses leading higher temperatures in electrical 
distribution equipment and cables 

 Potential voiding of warranty claims 

The impedance of an inductance (reactor)  ωL increases with 
frequency ω . 

The impedance of a capacitor decreases with frequency ω  . 

 

 

At a  “tuning frequency” or “series resonance frequency” the 
two impedances cancel each other out. 

Tuning Frequency 

   

ZL + ZC =  0 
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Voltage  Controlled Active Harmonic Filters DHF 

In voltage controlled harmonic filters the amplitude of the filter current 
is determined by the level of the harmonic voltages.  

The filter current depends only on the value of the harmonic voltage, 
no measurement of the load current is required. 

The DHF will correct harmonics whether the  harmonic            
is caused in the local system, or is    

coming from the utility supply. 

In DHF filters, an automatic control switches without interruption    
between different tuning frequencies so that even with a wide range 
of network distortion the filter current remains nearly constant. 

Filter losses are much lower for DHF than for  traditional harmonic 
filter technologies.  (Please see graph on facing page). 

Current Controlled Active Harmonic Filters 

Current controlled active harmonic filters measure the distorted load 
current and  for each selected harmonic generate a 180° phase-shifted 
correction current. 

CT’s are required and these need to be rated for the VA load of the  
current  correction system. 

 

Disturbances coming from the utility supply cannot be corrected . 

 

Active filters are useful in cases, where harmonic currents are injected 
into the electrical system by customer’s loads and the resulting voltage         
and current distortion can cause problems. 

Please see OmniWave AHF for more details. 

CONTRAST 
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DHF Description 

Omniverter DHF systems are automatically controlled filter assemblies for the reduction of         
harmonic levels in electrical power systems. They are designed for operation in systems with         
harmonic voltage levels up to V5 ≤ 8% , THDV ≤ 10%. 

The standard cubicles are available in NEMA 1 or NEMA 3R configurations with fans where 
needed depending on load ratings.  Cable entry can be bottom entry or top entry. Each cubicle 
contains reactors, capacitors, contactors and all functional controls. Each system unit includes a 
multi-functional measurement device and an emergency stop button. 

The dry type capacitors are environmental-friendly and recyclable.  

Each basic system e.g. DHF H5 includes a 5.7'' touch panel. In a complete system (e.g.       
comprising 1x DHF H5 + 1x DHF H7) the touch panel in the DHF H5 controls the whole system.  

The touch panel parameters can be programmed, different modes of switching on (“Auto”, 
GENERAL EXECUTION “Local”, “Remote”) can be chosen, important information can be       
displayed and events can be reviewed. A key switch at the touch panel can prevent                
unauthorized inputs. 

Operational Features of DHF 

 Integrated load disconnect switch 

 Fuses for each switching group/step 

 Temperature monitoring of reactors and cubicle interior 

 Automatic re-rating of the rated current if ambient temperature 
exceeds 40°C  

 Automatic reconnection after any voltage loss 

 Reconnection inhibit function to allow  capacitors to discharge 
before re-energization  

 Monitoring of step impedances 

Watts 
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Reduction of V5 from 8.9% to 2% with DHF      Significant reduction of  Voltage distortion 

Harmonic Voltage levels with DHF 
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Frequency in Hz 

During operation of a filter step (e.g. in  picture DHF H5 at 60Hz) a change  in the harmonic 

load will cause a  between the tuning frequencies without any load interruption  

(blue <=> orange<=> gray<=> yellow) in  way that the filter current remains nearly constant over   

a very wide range of harmonic loads. The steps are designed to minimize the chance of an      

overload disconnection.  
 

In order  avoid  system  breakdown due to short term overload events the filter will be                

matically activated again after a damping period. A permanent  disconnection will place 

only after multiple successive ching on/off  . 

Harmonic Voltage levels without DHF         Harmonic Voltage with DHF 

Harmonic Voltage levels without DHF           Voltage Waveform with DHF 
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Impedance curve of DHF H5 + H7 + H11 

Reduction of 5th by 5-7%, 7th by 3-4% , TDHV by 8-10% 

Grid  + Load 

Grid + Load 

  Harmonic Order 

0           5          10         15         20          25         30          35         40          45         50          55 

Impedance curve of DHF H5  + H7 + Highpass 

Reduction of 5th by 5-7%, 7th by 3-4%, TDHV by 7-9%, chopping frequencies halved 

Grid + Load + DHF   H5 + H7  + H11 

Grid + Load + DHF   H5 + H7  + HP 

DHF is available in steps H5, H7 and H11, which cause a significant reduction of the harmonic  

voltage levels. The H11 steps are available in a dampened version, which can either be used as 

an absorption circuit for the 11
th 

harmonic or as a broadband damping version.   

 

Resonances are more likely to occur as switching frequencies of inverters (> 2.5 kHz) progressively 

require a  broadband reduction of higher frequency disturbances.  



3075, 14th Avenue, Unit 13 
Markham, Ontario 
L3R 0G9 Canada 
Tel:      416-849-2299 
US Tel: 440-290-4499 
Fax:     416-849-2298  
www.omniverter.com 
info@omniverter.com 
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SIMPLE DESIGN 

 Easy to size during planning stage. Very little data necessary (Mainly transformer details) 

 No prior power quality analysis is required 

 Simple planning of complete systems,  

 Very low losses for ventilation requirements  

 Small space required, due to high power density 

 Simple integration into process control system 

 N-1 redundancy  

 Even upstream and neighboring grid harmonics will be corrected 

 Extensions to DHF system are possible (e.g. after installation of additional loads) 

 

SIMPLE INSTALLATION 

 No external current transformers 

 Available in NEMA 3R 

 

SIMPLE COMMISSIONING 

 "Plug and Play" 

 No software adjustments on site 

 No setting of parameters on site 

 Automatic choice of operation point 
 

SIMPLE OPERATION 
 Reaction time at load changes instantaneous, no time delay from control unit 

 Can withstand high frequency disturbances 

 No EMC filter is necessary, therefore no grid resonances will be generated 

 Can withstand  changes of the grid structure (e. g. coupling of grid sections) 

 Not sensitive to frequency fluctuations 

 Low reactive power 

 Full filter power at operation  

 Short time overload capability 150% e. g. for heavy duty startup 
 

SIMPLE MAINTENACE 

 Low maintenance costs 

 Very few fans  


